A Soft Wearable Robot for Tremor Assessment and Suppression


Abstract—Tremor constitutes the most common motor disorder, and poses a functional problem to a large number of patients. Despite of the considerable experience in tremor management, current treatment based on drugs or surgery does not attain an effective attenuation in 25% of patients, motivating the need for research in new therapeutic alternatives. In this context, this paper presents the concept design, development, and preliminary validation of a soft wearable robot for tremor assessment and suppression. The TREMOR neurorobot comprises a Brain Neural Computer Interface that monitors the whole neuromusculoskeletal system, aiming at characterizing both voluntary movement and tremor, and a Functional Electrical Stimulation system that compensates for tremulous movements without impeding the user perform functional tasks. First results demonstrate the performance of the TREMOR neurorobot as a novel means of assessing and attenuating pathological tremors.

I. INTRODUCTION

Tremor is defined as a rhythmic activity of a body part. Although we all exhibit a certain degree of tremor -the so called physiological tremor-, there are several pathologies that have associated very disabling tremors. This pathological tremors constitute the most common motor disorder, affecting 15% of people with ages ranging between 50 and 69 years [1]. Moreover, among people suffering from upper limb tremors, 65% of them report severe disability to perform their activities of daily living [2]. In addition to that, the mechanisms underlying the different forms of tremor are yet not understood, which often leads to misdiagnosis and subsequent treatment problems [3].

Tremor is typically managed with drugs, and with surgery (gamma knife thalamotomy) or implantation of a Deep Brain Stimulator (DBS) in those patients refractory to medication. However, the drugs used often induce side effects, or may be contraindicated, and surgery is associated with a risk of hemorrhage and psychiatric manifestations, [4]. This causes that around 25% of patients suffering from pathological tremor do not benefit from an effective reduction of their symptoms, and motivates research in alternative means of compensating for tremors.

In this context, the authors validated, both functionally and clinically, tremor suppression based on the application of biomechanical loads with an upper limb robotic exoskeleton, [5]. This work relied on the known effects of impedance modulation in tremor, [6], and provided with up to 80% tremor attenuation in severe cases, without impeding the user to perform functional tasks. Nevertheless, patients were reluctant to use such an anesthetic and bulky solution as a robotic exoskeleton.

Here we present the design, development, and first results of a novel soft wearable robot for tremor assessment and suppression based on biomechanical loading. The TREMOR neurorobot monitors the neuromusculoskeletal system to characterize both concomitant voluntary and tremulous movements based on a Brain Neural Computer Interface (BNCI), and then stimulates upper limb muscles to compensate functionally for the tremor. The TREMOR neurorobot is implemented as an active garment, fulfilling users’ expectances in terms of comfort and cosmetics, and incorporates arrays of sewn electrodes to apply selective biomechanical loads through Functional Electrical Stimulation (FES). Notice that attenuation of writs tremors based on muscle stimulation has been previously evaluated in [7], demonstrating the feasibility of the approach.

This paper is organized as follows. First, we review the design of the neurorobot and its development, together with a brief overview of the different experimental protocols employed in tests with users. Afterwards, we describe both the cognitive and physical human–robot interaction, summarizing the BNCI algorithms for characterization of voluntary and tremulous movements, and the control strategies to compensate for the tremor. Next, we provide first experimental results showing the performance of the different components. The paper ends with a discussion of the current results obtained, and an outline of current research.

II. CONCEPT DESIGN FOR THE SOFT WEARABLE ROBOT

The TREMOR neurorobot aims at functionally compensating for upper limb tremors, hence it incorporates sensors and actuators to control the next degrees of freedom: 1) elbow
flexion/extension, 2) forearm pronation/supination, 3) wrist flexion/extension, and 4) wrist abduction/adduction. Previous studies, [8], indicate that the former three have the largest impact on disability, thus they constitute our main focus.

As all wearable robots, the major characteristic of the TREMOR neurorobot is its strong interaction with the user, [9]. This interaction is both physical and cognitive, and happens in a bidirectional manner. In our case, the cognitive Human–Robot Interface (cHRI) is built upon a BNCI that assesses the generation, transmission, and execution of both voluntary and tremorous movements. On the other hand, the physical Human–Robot Interface (pHRI) comprises a multichannel FES system that selectively drives the muscles based on the output of the control algorithm, Fig. 1. The TREMOR neurorobot takes the shape of an active garment (a sleeve) that incorporates arrays of sewn electrodes for both electrical stimulation and recording, [10], satisfying users aesthetic preferences and usability requirements. Moreover, stimulation through electrode matrices allows us to implement techniques to minimize fatigue, discomfort and painful sensations, [11], at the same time that we enhance the selectivity of the simulation.

The BNCI comprises recording of electroencephalographic (EEG) and electromyographic (EMG) activity, together with motion capture with inertial measurement units (IMUs). Each sensor modality aims at extracting certain information, following a hierarchical integration scheme. First, a real–time EEG classifier is in charge of detecting user's intention to perform a voluntary movement, triggering the system. Next, processing of sEMG information yields tremor onset and an estimation of its frequency and phase. Finally, IMUs track instantaneous tremor amplitude and frequency at each joint. The use of multiple sensor modalities also permits us implementing fusion and redundancy techniques to enhance the dependability of the system. One example of redundancy is the use of EMG activity to detect the occurrence of a motor command, compensating for eventual EEG classification errors. An example of sensor fusion is the use of machine learning techniques to adjust the parameters of the EEG classifier after the execution of a movement, as detected with IMUs. Another interesting example of integration of different modalities is employing sEMG detection of tremor to feed the controller in real–time with which muscles are responsible for the tremorous movement, while IMUs are used to precisely characterize tremor features at a joint level. Identification of the muscles that are contributing to the tremulous movement with sEMG is crucial for subsequent compensation with FES; therefore adequate modulation of the stimulation cannot be attained with IMUs alone.

The physical interface of the TREMOR neurorobot aims at taking advantage of biomechanical loading as a selective means for compensating for tremor. Hence, the system will filter out the tremor, leaving concomitant voluntary motion unaltered, based on the application of FES through the array of sewn electrodes. Command signals to drive the stimulators are provided by a control strategy that relies on the information of the BNCI described above, and on an inverse dynamic model of the musculoskeletal system. We are currently evaluating two tremor suppression strategies: one based on impedance control, the other on learning control techniques, [5]. Notice that these strategies are implemented independently in every joint because tremors are known to be local phenomena, and prone to migrate to proximal joints when being mechanically attenuated, [12].

III. METHODS

The soft wearable robot described above has been implemented as an experimental platform that comprises both the BNCI and the multichannel FES system, interfacing with the user through the active garment. A master computer running Neutrino Real–Time Operating System (QNX Software Systems, Ontario, Canada) is in charge of synchronizing and integrating the information from the different sensor modalities, and driving the FES units. This platform has been built and validated with patients in an iterative fashion, and in its current form comprises the following systems: 1) a 16 channel EEG amplifier (gUSBamp, Guger Technologies OG, Graz, Austria), 2) a 128 channel surface EMG amplifier (EMG-USB, OT Bioeletronica, Torino, Italy), 3) a motion capture system based on IMUs (TechMCS, Technaid SL, Madrid, Spain), 4) multichannel, individually controllable, electrical stimulators (Tremuna, UNA Systems, Belgrade, Serbia), and 5) an e-textile (SMARTex, PRATO, Italy). Fig. 2 shows a control subject wearing the TREMOR neurorobot.

The first results presented in this paper correspond to different experimental sessions carried out in the Erasmus Hospital (Brussels, Belgium) and in the General Hospital of Valencia (Valencia, Spain), and were collected following three protocols. The first protocol aimed at identifying and characterizing the different neuropsychological phenomena associated to movement preparation in the case of tremor patients. The second protocol was designed to activate the different types of tremor based on well described clinical tasks, so that the BNCI–based algorithms parameterize its features. The last protocol aimed at evaluating tremor suppression strategies based on FES. Between both locations, 17 patients suffering from the most common types of tremor have participated in this study, after giving written informed consent. The group of patients comprises the three major types of pathological tremor, namely Parkinsonian patients,
essential tremor patients, and patients suffering from cerebellar disorders. Experimental protocols were approved by the Ethical Committees of both hospitals.

IV. COGNITIVE HUMAN–ROBOT INTERACTION

This section describes briefly the different algorithms implemented in the BNCI to characterize both voluntary and tremorous movements.

A. Detection of Movement Intention

Detection of movement intention is carried out based on a BCI–switch that anticipates the execution of self initiated volitional movements in the special case of tremor patients. The proposed algorithm evaluates desynchronization in the alpha and beta bands at the motor cortex during movement planning and execution. This neurophysiologic phenomenon is known as Event Related Desynchronization (ERD), [13], and is vastly described on the literature, although, to the authors’ knowledge, has never been systematically analyzed for tremor patients. Fig 3 shows an example of ERD in an essential tremor patient. Movement starts at time 0, and ERD is evident in the 12 and 22 Hz frequency bands already 2 s before the motion is executed.

The single trial BCI–switch predicts movement intention by combining two Bayesian Classifiers, based on the next ERD features: 1) power in some frequency bands decreases some seconds before the movement is executed, and 2) this decay tends to be stable during a certain time interval, [13]. Both classifiers take as input the spatially filtered signal -by means of a Laplacian filter- at the three preferred positions, C3, Cz and C4.

B. Detection of Tremor Onset

Analysis of sEMG information serves to detect the onset of tremor, and gives a first estimate of its frequency. Application of the Iterated Hilbert Transform (IHT), a multicomponent AM–FM decomposition method [14] on the raw sEMG signal serves to extract the tremorous component from the voluntary activity component, without any a priori information about tremor frequency, its spectrum, and its nonstationary dynamics. Moreover, as the correlation between the tremor component and the oscillatory movement is significantly high, this algorithm lets us obtain an estimate of tremor frequency.

C. Estimation of Tremor Features

The algorithm to estimate instantaneous tremor features at every joint first obtains joint rotation by differential measurement with two IMUs placed distally and proximally with respect to it. Then it estimates, from the raw motion, the volitional and tremulous components of the rotation. Voluntary movement and tremor are separated based on the fact that they occur in different frequency bands, and can be considered to be additive, [15]. Volitional movement is then modelled as a first order
process that is estimated by a Critically Dampened Filter, a special type of g–h filter. By removing the estimated voluntary component from the raw motion, we obtain an estimation of the tremor. This estimation of tremor is then fed into two adaptive algorithms. The first algorithm is the Weighted Frequency Fourier Linear Combiner (WFLC), which is employed to track tremor frequency based on a LMS approach, [16]. Afterwards, a Kalman Filter that incorporates a harmonic model of the process, estimates tremor amplitude taking WFLC frequency estimation into account.

V. PHYSICAL HUMAN–ROBOT INTERACTION

Due to the differences among symptoms in the different types of tremor, we are evaluating two control strategies for the selective application of biomechanical loading through FES. The first of them is based on modification of the apparent impedance of the limb, whereas the second one relates to noise canceling techniques. The reason for this is two fold. On the one hand, a previous study suggests that the latter strategy is more efficient, although it was only compared with addition of constant -nonmodulated- viscosity, [5]. On the other hand, even with modulated impedance, as Parkinson’s disease carries increased limb rigidity, we believe that a noise cancelling approach will still yield more tremor attenuation for these patients. Both strategies are described next.

The impedance modulation strategy relies on modifying the apparent joint stiffness and viscosity so that tremor is naturally filtered out, leaving concomitant voluntary movement unaffected. Considering that a human joint may be simply modelled as a second order system, [17], increased rigidity or damping decreases the cut off frequency of the low pass filter response of the joint, hence allowing for tremor attenuation. This is similar to the cocontraction strategy employed by healthy subjects to stabilize the upper limb in a variety of situations, [18].

The noise canceling like approach generates an oscillation with the same amplitude but opposite phase to the tremor, compensating for it. This strategy is implemented as a repetitive controller which memory block is adapted following the instantaneous estimation of tremor frequency. According to learning control theory, if the prediction of perturbation frequency is accurate enough, the system will reach to zero steady state error, [19]. Nevertheless, as tremor is a dynamic phenomenon, we correct the prediction of tremor frequency based on the instantaneous amplitude, as it indicates which muscle to stimulate.

VI. FIRST RESULTS

This section presents results obtained with the BNCI algorithms and the tremor suppression strategies presented above.

A. Detection of Movement Intention

The performance of the EEG classifier is evaluated following an event like approach, thus the output of the classifier
is compared with a certain threshold to translate the probabilistic output of the Bayesian classifiers to a binary signal. The figures of merit employed are the precision and recall.

Fig. 4 shows an example of detection of movement intention in a tremor patient. The figure shows the raw combined output of both classifiers, and the execution of movements. Results with 4 tremor patients suffering from different pathologies yield a precision of $46.5 \pm 10.66\%$, and a recall of $69.5 \pm 14.76\%$. Average anticipation of the Bayesian classifier is $320 \pm 141$ ms, proving the ability of the proposed algorithm to predict the execution of a voluntary movement, [20].

B. Detection of Tremor Onset

Extraction of tremor information from sEMG has been validated with a novel sEMG tremor model [21] and with data from tremor patients. The first analysis serves to infer a series of relationships that cannot be obtained from real data, such as the correlation of the tremor estimation with the central tremor oscillator, and the amount of voluntary muscle contraction. Performance of the proposed algorithm with patients data is evaluated by computing the crosscorrelation with the information of tremor provided by the IMUs, and the phase advance of the sEMG tremor estimation with respect to movement.

Model results show significant correlation between the imposed voluntary activation and that estimated with the IHT, and also between imposed tremor intensity and its estimation. Results with signals collected from 4 tremor patients yield a crosscorrelation of $0.62 \pm 0.15$, and a phase advance of $13.0 \pm 9.9$ ms. Fig. 5 shows an example of detection of tremor from sEMG. The proposed algorithm provides not only tremor onset, but also an estimation of its shape, and the voluntary activity exerted by the muscle.

C. Estimation of Tremor Features

Both stages of the algorithm to estimate tremor parameters have been evaluated stepwise. First, voluntary movement tracking is assessed using the Kinematic Tracking Error (KTE), a figure of merit that accounts for the estimation error and the variance of the estimator, [22]. Next, the performance of the tremor estimation algorithm is evaluated by computing the Filtered Mean Square Error with Delay Correction (FMSE$_d$), a metric specifically proposed for tremor tracking filters, [23]. Estimation of frequency estimation is validated by comparing it with the spectrogram.

Analysis of data from five patients suffering from tremor with different aetiologies, provides with a KTE of $0.223 \pm 0.082$ rad/s, and a FMSE$_d$ of $0.001 \pm 0.002$ rad/s, [22]. Fig. 6 shows an example of estimation of voluntary movement, instantaneous tremor amplitude and frequency in a parkinsonian patient performing a postural test. Accurate tracking is obtained.

D. Attenuation of Tremor

Validation of tremor suppression strategies is being carried out in an iterative fashion. First, we have evaluated tolerance of tremor patients to FES in terms of discomfort and pain. Afterwards, we have studied the role that muscle FES induced fatigue plays in tremorogenic muscles. Next we have tested the impedance control strategy in open loop, i.e. with constant stiffness and damping increase. Current work focuses on evaluation of both strategies in closed loop.

Preliminary results indicate that, as expected, results vary considerably among patient groups. First trials suggest that modification of joint impedance is effective in the suppression of tremor. Fig. 7 shows attenuation of wrist tremor in an essential tremor patient while performing a postural task. In this trial, tremor attenuation reaches approximately 60% of the peak to peak value. Experimental results show migration of tremor to proximal joints when tremor is cancelled out through FES, supporting the need of independent joint controllers.

VII. DISCUSSION

Previous sections presented the design, and development of the TREMOR neurorobot, a novel soft wearable robot that aims at characterizing and suppressing for upper limb tremors with different aetiology.

First results demonstrate the ability of the cHRI to predict user’s intention to perform a volitional movement, to detect the presence of tremor from sEMG, and to estimate its instantaneous amplitude and frequency out of kinematic information. Moreover, we are integrating a number of features that will serve to enhance the reliability of the neurorobot, for example: 1) taking advantage of the sEMG algorithm to estimate voluntary movement activity to compensate for BCI based classification errors, 2) using the frequency estimation
these tests demonstrate the ability of the system to attain tremor, show the ability of the TREMOR neurorobot to compensate for tremulous movement without voluntary movement and tremor, and a pHRI that relies on FES to compensate for tremulous movement without voluntary movement.


